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QUESTION 1

How long is the setup audit trail stored for? 

Correct Answer: 180 days 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What are details of order of execution among validation rules, auto-response rules, assignment rules, triggers,
escalation rules, workflow rules etc.? 

Correct Answer: 1. System validation rules are executed like data type checking of the field values. So error for text
value in numeric field etc. 2. Before triggers execute. 3. Custom validation rules are executed like required field check
validation rule. So in the before trigger you can assign value to any such field which was left blank while creating the
record and the custom validation rule won\\'t give error then. 

 

 

QUESTION 3

If a custom object is a child in a master-detail relationship, then its OWD setting is? 

Correct Answer: Controlled by Parent 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Field level security and record types work at 

A. profile level 

B. record level 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Describe some situations where you might use the Developer Console or the Debug log to troubleshoot automated
actions. 

Correct Answer: A workflow field update doesn\\'t seem to be taking place: The field update may be working, but an
Apex trigger may be overwriting the update. A record submitted for approval is not routed to the expected user: If there
are multiple approval processes on a single object, users\\' record may be meeting the criteria for both, and the order
may need to be changed. 
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QUESTION 6

What is the Process Visualizer used for? 

Correct Answer: It is used to view the graphical representation of an Approval Process. It can be launched by clicking
the `View Diagram\\' button on the Approval Process detail page. A section called Legend gives a summary of the icons
used in the approval process. 

 

 

QUESTION 7

How to remove \\'Always on Layout\\' and \\'Required\\' field from the page layout (blue circle and red asteroid next to
this field)? 

Correct Answer: To remove field which is \\'Always on Layout\\' and \\'Required\\' on the page layout, first make it not
compulsorily value required by properties -> uncheck \\'Required\\' on page layout itself (click on the wrench symbol
next to the field on the page layout), then go to each profile and in \\'Field level security section\\' uncheck \\'Visible\\'
checkbox. 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What is used for tracking changes to configuration of Salesforce CRM? 

Correct Answer: Setup Audit Trail 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Fill in the missing word: A change set can be used to deploy metadata only between _____________orgs. 

Correct Answer: Related  

 

QUESTION 10

What is running user in a dashboard? 

Correct Answer: Reports have only \\'Reports Folder\\' to decide who can view the reports in that folder. Dashboards
have \\'Dashboard Folder\\' as well as \\'Running User\\' to decide who can view the dashboards in that \\'Dashboard
Folder\\'. Each dashboard has a running user, whose security settings determine which data to display in a dashboard.
To select the running user for a dashboard: 1.Edit a dashboard. 2.In the View dashboard as field, enter a running user.
Enter "*" to see all available 
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QUESTION 11

\\'View All\\' has been checked at the profile level for a custom object Position but \\'Modify All\\' has not been checked.
OWD is read/write of the Position object. For any user having this profile Position records owned by other users will be
read/ write. 

A. True 

B. False 

C. Depends 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A custom text field on Account `Location\\' has a validation rule if(location__c == null || isblank(location__c), true, false)
This field has been removed from the Account page layout. So error for this field will not be given when a new account
record is being created. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Since Apex sharing reasons are not available for standard objects, so sharing individual records of standard objects is
not possible. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following statements are true? (Select all that apply.) 

A. The ISCHANGED function compares the value of a field with its previous value and returns TRUE if the values are
different. If the values are the same, this function returns FALSE. 

B. The ISNUMBER function determines if a text value is a number and returns TRUE if it is; otherwise, it returns
FALSE. 
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C. The ISNEW function compares a text field to a regular expression 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

A standard field can be marked as external id field. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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